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The BG News
Iraq claims
uranium is
under ruins

BRIEFLY
Campus
May Days star gaze:

As part of its "May Days"
series, the University
Planetarium is offering new
Erograms that appeal to
oth the young and old.
"The Little Star that
Could," is designed for
young viewers, and showtime is 8 p.m. Friday, May 3
and at 7:30 p.m. Sunday,
May5.
"Footsteps" was written
to commemorate the Apollo
moon landings. It recaps the
moon's 4 billion year history
and looks at future uses of
the moon. Showtimes are 8
p.m. Tuesday, May 7 and
also Friday, May 10.
A $1 donation is suggested
for all shows. The planetarium is located in the Physical Sciences Building.

by Ruth Sinai
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON - Iraq has told
international regulators that all
its weapons-grade uranium is
buried under rubble from allied
bombings, posing a daunting and
dangerous task for international
experts preparing to retrieve it.
U.S. officials say Iraq informed
the International Atomic Energy
Agency in Vienna, Austria, that
the enriched uranium is located
in the ruins of its two nuclear
reactors at Tuwaitha, 20 miles
southeast of Baghdad, and isn't
emitting radiation.
But the technicians who will sift
through the rubble will have to
watch out for unexploded allied
bombs, radiation from radio isotope research conducted by the
Iraqis at the site and possible

Students awarded:

The third annual Richard
A. Lenhart Activities Scholarships have been awarded
to two University students
who have demonstrated
outstanding service in the
area of student activites
planning.
Betsy Ann Marsh, a
senior who is double majoring in psychology and popular culture, and Amy Hurst,
a sophomore IPCO major,
each received $250 awards.

Senate deals with
rising health cost

Attention seniors:

Information concerning
the May 11 graduation
ceremonies was mailed to
on-campus mailboxes. The
index card includes the
graduate's row and seat
number on it. This card
must be brought to the
commencement ceremonies. If any graduating
seniors have not received
this information, please
contact the Office of Registration and Records.

Sports
Track meeting
planned:

There will be a men's
cross country organizational meeting Friday, May
3at4:15p.m.atWhittaker
track.
For further information
call Sid Sink at 372-7098.

Local
BG a Tree City:

Bowling Green was recognized as a Tree City
U.S.A. in the Northwest
Ohio awards ceremony in
Archbold April 24. This is
the 11th time the community has been honored in this
nationally recognized award.
The title of "Tree City
U.S.A." was bestowed on
the city for its ongoing
efforts to maintain and improve the quality of life
through a concentrated
street tree management
program.
The state of Ohio currently boasts the greatest number of Tree Cities in the
country with a total of 135
this year.

Weather
Clouds with showers:

Today, partly cloudy and
breezy with a chance of
rain. High
around 70.
West
winds 15
to25mph
with
higher
gusts.
Chance of
rain 40
percent.
Tonight,
partly cloudy and cool. Low
around 40. Thursday, mostly sunny. High in the lower
60s.
compiled from local and
wire reports

cracks in the protective casings
of the uranium, the officials said.
The uranium would likely have
been protected by stainless steel
canisters, concrete shields and
water pools. But experts say the
powerful allied bombs might
have cracked the casings and the
only thing preventing radiation
emissions may be the tons of concrete rubble covering them.
One small consolation, said a
U.S. official, is that the amount of
enriched uranium is small and
most of it is only slightly irradiated.
Under the terms of the U.N.
cease-fire resolution that ended
the Gulf War, Iraq must come
clean about its stocks of nuclear,
chemical and biological weapons,
allow their destruction and promise not to make more.
In a letter to the IAEA on April
See IRAQ, page 7.

by Jeremy Stone Weber
staff writer

Welcome To Blowing Green

•*n«»/T«x»ds»o™on

Mica Glaser. a sophomore fashion design major, attempts to hold the pages ot her book down as the
wind blows behind Hayes hall. Wind gusts averaged 20 to 25 mph Tuesday, with gusts as high as 40
mph. Today's forecast calls for 15 to 25 mph winds with higher gusts.

University administrators provided the first glimpse of how the
school will deal with rising health
care costs during Tuesday's Faculty Senate meeting.
The proposal — developed by
the Health Care Benefit Plan
Project Team —calls for increases in premiums paid by all
University employees for both
single and family coverage.
It also provides an IRS "Sec-

tion 125K" account, which would
allow employees to apply the
coverage costs to pre-tax earnings, lowering their taxable incomes.
Under the plan, faculty and
administrators would pay an
average of $420 annually for
single coverage, and $1,100 plus
1.5 percent of annual salary for
family coverage.
Classified staff workers would
pay the same amount, but would
receive a pay increase of $582.40
D See SENATE, page 7.

1991 Primary Election

Teodosio for student voice Anderson seeks re-election
Representation of community key to platform
unteer for the Wood County Homeless
Task Force.
He also organized Reach Out, a service
for the homeless and disadvantaged of
Alex Teodosio, senior political science Northwest Ohio.
Through his past work experience,
major and city council candidate says
what the city of Bowling Green needs is a Teodosio said he has learned a great deal
about how government works.
student voice.
As an assistant bailiff at the court,
"The University has 17,000 students
and I think the students play a major role Teodosio assisted in the courtroom durin the community," Teodosio said. "They ing criminal and traffic arraignments
deserve fair representation in the local and researched and briefed cases for the
judge.
government."
When he saw the need for a service to
Teodosio, who first announced his candidacy in February, said he has the ex- help the area's homeless and single parperience and dedication to "link together ent families, Teodosio founded Reach
the student body with the community of Out during the fall semester.
The most recent Reach Out event was
Bowling Green and provide City Council
Monday night, when group members
with a fresh, new insight."
camped
out in the Union Oval to promote
During his four years at the University
the 22-year old Stow, Ohio native has awareness of the homeless problem
served as an assistant bailiff at the Bowl- —especially Gov. Voinovich's cuts in the
ing Green Municipal Court and as a volby Aaron Dorksen
staff writer

Candidate for fair housing, enforced laws
by Aaron Dorksen
staff writer

Tom Anderson, who is seeking reelection as the Democratic city council at
large representative, describes himself
as a "low profile" type council member
who gets the job done.
"I've been
b.
in this business for a long
time and have found it's amazing how
much you can get done when you don't
care who gets the credit," he said.
Anderson, a University geography
professor since 1964, said issues he will
address for the May 7 primary include
controlling block parties, upgrading
roads and sidewalks, fair housing, and
protecting the environment.
Although Anderson said he is against
the 21-year-old drinking age, he said it is
a law which students must adhere to.
"As long as the legal age is 21, I feel

police should enforce the law when it is
openly violated," he said. He said open
block parties are an "explosive situation" because of the liability involved.
"We have been real lucky so far that a
balcony has not collapsed," he said, in
reference to the East Merry block parties.
An example of the extent of liability to
which the city can be held involves an incident during the early 1980s.
Anderson explained that a young lady
became intoxicated and was hit by a car
and was paralyzed. Her parents filed a
lawsuit claiming that inadequate lighting
contributed to the accident. The suit cost
the city of Bowling Green more than
$200,000 he said.
To students planning on having large
parties Anderson offers this advice: "Be
careful, and remember that if underage
people wander into your party and you
See ANDERSON, page 4.

Activist on
the path of
'toxic' train
by Thomas W. Kelsey
staff writer

By no coincidence, Thomas
Adams headed west after his
release from the Wood County
Justice Center Thursday — the
same destination of the nomadic
train filled with contaminated
soil he chained himself to earlier
this month.
Arrested April 8 when he
chained himself to the boxcar, the
activist gained his freedom after
a Perrysburg judge decided impending trespassing charges violated Adams civil rights.
But according to Mark Adams,
Thomas' brother, the paths of the
infamous CSX train and Thomas
may soon intersect again.
"I won't disclose Tom's exact
destination," he said, "but we've
G See TOXIC TRAIN, page 6.

Waiting for film class to begin, senior Vlnce Blue and sophomore
Hall Tuesday afternoon.

SO H»wi/SI»phonie lawn
Jeff Wagner sit and discuss films on a bench outside ol Williams
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Editorial
Focus attention
on all refugees

Shiites are truly massive and impressive. People seem
willing to move mountains and part seas for the vietims of Saddam Hussein's retribution.
How sad.

The Kurds and Shiites are a serious problem; their
suffering is a human tragedy. However, the international focus the Iraqi refugees have received only highlights the neglect other refugees, both here in the
United States and abroad, receive.
Policy-makers and pundits spend hours debating the
fate of the Iraqi refugees as determined by the world
Sowers. But where is this same outpouring of effort for
le refugees of other nations? Why can't our own country summon this force of effort for our domestic Kurds,
the homeless and the unemployed?
Worldwide, there are more than 14 million refugees.
Pakistan ana Iran are housing six million Afghans —
refugees from the Soviet/Afghanistan War. Bulgarians of Turkish descent are streaming into Turkey at a
rate of 2,000 a day.
Meanwhile, in America, we have our own Kurds.
Homelessness has reached levels not seen since the

The Iraqi refugees began their long trek home during the weekend.
The situation they find themselves in is not an optimistic one.
An estimated 1.2 to 1.4 million Kurds and Shiites are
living in Turkey and Iran, trying to escape the retribution of Saddam Hussein. Friday, the United Nations
put the death rate for the refugees at 2,000 daily.
The United States and the United Nations should be
highly commended for their work aiding the refugees.
They've provided massive amounts of relief in the
form of medical supplies, food and by setting up camps
to which the displaced refugees can return.
The amounts of political power and social outrage
that have been aimed at the plight of the Kurds and
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Great Depression. The poor can be found in both the
major cities and in the rural areas.
However, experts chalk up the problems within our
own borders as too insurmountable to tackle, too complex to solve. It is far easier to deal with the abstracts
of the Kurds and Shiites, thousands of miles away, than
our own urban blight.
The worldwide refugee problem reauires two things:
a willingness to invest funds toward fixing the problems, and a strong leadership to guide that repair; during the Gulf War, the United States provided both.
Now is the time to focus the efforts of our nation and
the world toward aiding ALL refugees across the globe
while they are still harnessed toward a common goal,
aiding the Iraqi refugees.
The Kurds and Shiites are human beings and they
should be aided in any way possible that would stop
their misery. But there are just as many refugees
around the world and in our own cities that deserve our
help. It will be a shame if world aid pours in for a year
or two and then dries up. Humans deserve better.

LETTERS
Dry party pointless;
misses real problems
Editor The News:
How many times does the city
have to be told that students are
going to drink no matter what?
The dry party was a joke. Most of
the people attending grabbed pop
and pizza and left. What a great
soup kitchen for rich drunk college students, while people are
hungry in Toledo and Bowling
Green. All the money for the
pointless party should have been
given to the poor. Wake up and
realize that in a world of AIDS,
starvation and George Bush as
Sresident, underage drinking is
le least of our problems.
Shawn Podgurski,
junior

Student disgusted
with BG actions

LETTERS (cont.)
Mayor expresses 'Word Up' railroad
many thanks for analogy thoughtful
pleasant weekend Editor The News:
Editor ITie News:
We thank the vast number of
partygoers that greeted us as we
walked around Merry and Frazee
avenues of Friday and Saturday
nights, April 26 and 27. It was a
great pleasure to be warmly
received and talk with those students who were having parties in
a responsible and legal manner.
We were most impressed by your
behavior and your attitude. We
are very disappointed that a
small percentage did make some
errors.
Those who came to the Campus
Unity Party appeared to be enjoying the music, food and beverages. We thank the 1,500 plus who
attended. Your attendance certainly compliments Undergraduate Student Government President Mike Sears and his committee for their great effort in getting
things planned and performed at
the party that ran from 7 to 11:30
p.m. on April 26th in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom. We congratulate the committee on a party
"well done!" There are also some
volunteers to help with the next
one.
We also thank David Crooks,
Director of the Union, for all the
assistance from he and his staff
and for the pizza and soft drinks
they supplied. In addition. Domino's Ptaza and Pisanello's Pizza supplied a large number of
Elzzas that were enjoyed by many
i attendance.
The financing of this fine evening was mainly provided by Bob
Maurer, Al Green, Al & Dick
Newlove and John Newlove. The
Undergraduate Student Senate
and the Graduate Student Senate
also supplied moderate amounts
of money to help.
Again, we want to congratulate
those who had successful parties
and say thanks to all whom we
had the pleasure of meeting and
talking with. May all of you have
a most successful semester. To
those graduating, we wish you
great success In your chosen
field.
Thanks for making our weekend a most pleasant one!
Mayor Edwin L. Miller,
Margaret Miller,
Colleen Smith

I just finished reading the column "Word Up" by Chuck Travis
in Thursday's News in which you
use the analogy of the railroad
tracks (and the Holyfield/Foreman fight) to describe
the "divisiveness" between the
students and residents of B.G.
Not only is Travis an excellent
writer, but I appreciated the
thoughtful analysis and sense of
perspective you brought to this
issue.
Thank you for sharing your talent with us and stimulating some
introspection on both sides!
RuthOlscamp,
associate professor,

communication disorders

Columnist's points
lack foundation
Editor The News:
I am writing in support of
James Tinker, and also in response to Wynne Everett's column on April 24.
Tinker has everything it takes
to win a mayoral race in BG, and
furthermore, he will do a very
good job once the politicking is
over. He knows the city and its
government probably as well as
any student at BGSU, and that
managerial experience is leading
a group effort — namely, 77ie BG
News and that managerial experience will help him in being
mayor. He has affiliation with the
NAACP (a rarity in this whitebread town).
As for Everett's column, I disagree with many of the points she
made. She calls prospective
members of city council sacrificial lambs" without giving credence to the numbers — if the
student candidates receive votes
from only half of BGSU, 100 percent voter turnout from townies
united behind only one candidate
couldn't beat them.
Furthermore, she offers no
support for her assertion that
Tinker's "leadership and decision-making skills are questionable at best." She also states
that he will "seriously compromise the Integrity" of TJje News.
Tinker has already resigned from
hispost with the paper.
Finally, these other individuals
that Everett suggests are not bet-

ter choices for a candidate for one
reason, at least: They don't want
to do it. Tinker does, and he is
prepared to put in enormous
amounts of work for his race. As
for name recognition, it shouldn't
be a problem — everyone became
familiar with Chris Dare's name
awfully quick. James Tinker and
the students' support for him will
make Bowling Green respect us,
not tolerate us.
Jesse Squire,
mathematics education major

Informed consent
helps both sides
Editor The News:

In Catherine Keske's April 26
attack on the informed consent
bill, she deceptively calls the scientifically-proven fact that life
begins at conception a "religious
belief." I learned life begins at
conception in biology class.
However, this bill has nothing to
do with when life begins. The
Women's Right to Know Bill
(#108) under current consideration by the Ohio State Legislature
would require all women desiring
to have an abortion in the state of
Ohio to sign a form stating she
received state-printed materials
containing information about the
biological facts of child development in the womb, risks of having
an abortion and childbirth, and
the alternatives to abortion and
available help. This bill does not,
as Keske insinuates, force women
to read anything. After signing
that she.received this information, a woman may choose to
throw it away.
How can pro-abortion advocates say they want women to
have their options, but are fighting against the passage of this
bill? Pro-abortionists claim to be
pro-women, but women would
benefit if this bill passed. Proabortionists claim to be prochoice, but don't want women to
know of any choices other than
abortion, even if it is at the exKnse of the woman. Women who
ve had abortions repeatedly
indicate they were not given relevant information about the development of the unborn baby,
medical risks of abortion, and
alternative decisions.
Although the abortion industry
is opposed to the bill, its passage
would be in the best interests of
pro-choicers as well as pro-lifers.
For the pro-life movement It
means a few more lives may possibly be spared. Pro-choice advocates should support the bill because an uninformed choice is no
choice at all.
KenGillaspy

Author praised
for care, concern
Editor The News:
Recently, I concluded an interview for my children's literature
class with Jan Wahl. Mr. Wahl is
a children's author from Toledo
who has written more than 90
books. Mr. Wahl had a day dedicated to him on May 1,1980 at the
University and donated several
boxes of his old manuscripts and
memorabilia to the Jerome Library. Not often enough do you
find individuals as willing as Mr.
Wahl was to spend an hour or two
with a young adult. I wanted to
express just how impressed I was
with the way Mr. Wahl treated
me. Most of the time we hear the
bad things that happen; but
rarely do you hear the good
things. In any newspaper or
televison news program the
majority of the reports are about
hardships and tragedies. I do realize these hardships and tragedies need to be told, but I feel that
more good and positive things
need to be told as well. As I left
the interview, Mr. Wahl gave me
an autographed first copy of his
new book to come out this month,
Taily Po! I will always cherish
this book, for it will remind me of
my day with a special human being—Jan Wahl.
Chris Nagel,
sophomore

Respond
The BG Hews editorial page is your campus forum. Letters to
the editor should be a
maximum of 200
words in length and
should be typewritten,
double-spaced, and
signed.
The BG Mews reserves the right to reject any material that
is offensive, malicious
or llbelous.
Please address all
submissions to:
Editorial Editor
210 West Hall

Editor The News:
As a soon-to-ue graduate, I
can't help but vent my frustration
one last time.' In fact, I am downright embarrassed to go to this
school.
Students will gain a moblike attitude toward fellow students
over a burnt flag. At the same
time, these students don't do anything but back down to the city
police. The Gestapo and their
voice of propaganda (The
News sometimes) drilled "responsibility" threats into our
heads over...beer! That's it. Students can't drink it anywhere, or
else there will be citations "on
their permanent records."
Tuesday's blotter was an embarrassment to the community
and the University. The East
Merry weekend was the same.
Is Frazee Frenzy being crushed
for the town's benefit, the students' benefit, or the landlords'
benefit? The owner of those buildings is afraid of liability for injury to partiers. He knows that it
doesn't take a party to hurt them.
Those buildings are so poorly designed and built that a tenant

could kill himself on a breezy
morning on those unprotected
steps. The owner is trying to
blame such an accident on beer.
You people make me sick.
Aaron Martina,

senior

Human heredity
is not a racist issue
Editor The News:
Because my previous letter
seems to have been taken totally
out of context, I take this time to
explain to everyone (including
those affiliated with biology),
what my statements meant.
I said that the black man and
the black woman are the father
and mother of civilization. I also
said that the black gene (or
geneology) is biologically dominant to Caucasian geneology. In
fact, Caucasian means weak
blooded or weak boned.
I don't see how this denotes racism on my part. I never said that
blacks were dominant to whites. I
never said that racially, we were
superior to, therefore better, than
white people. I simply told a manifest truth that has been covered
and distorted.
I may have mixed up Dr.
Leakey's first name, but it does
not really matter what his name
was. I mentioned Gregor Mendel
as well. I never said that he
proved black genes were dominant to white genes. I meant, his
theory can and does apply to human heredity.
I do not apologize for anything I
have said. I am, however, honest
enough to recognize that we are
different, while at the same time
we share common similarities.
What many people, particulary
white people, feel is a deep guilt
complex when racial issues are
the topic. In the future, do not allow emotion and arrogance blind
you to the truth. Do not allow your
thinking to be governed by lies
and myths.
Steve Gray,
junior
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U.S. geographers visit Cuba
Culture study, social interaction aim of venture
by Greg Watson
staff writer

"The people were
friendly — almost
everybody thought
we were Canadians
and when we told
them we were
Americans, they
were surprised and
enjoyed having us
there."

The economic situation in Cuba
is grim, but the country's people
are happier then before the 1960
Communist Revolution, a University professor reports.
University geography department chairperson Alvar Carlson
recently joined the largest party
of Americans to go directly into
Cuba from the United States
since the revolution.
The highlight of the trip, Carlson said, was going to Cuba's
state farm operated by Fidel Castro's brother, Ramon.
The farm is more than 160,000
acres and has 70,000 animals —
including 31,000 milk cows — and
250 dairies, Carlson said.
"Ramon is a very charismatic
person," Carlson said. "He spoke
freely to us for a long time and
showed us the farm."
Workers live on the farm and
do not pay rent, electricity or gas,
and Castro said the workers are
more comfortable now than they
were before the 1959 revolution,
Carlson said.
Carlson said the geographers,
all members of the Association of
American Geographers, were allowed unlimited access to Cuba
and could talk to the people
freely. The trip was intended for
study of the country's geography
and interaction with the people.
"We were allowed to go anywhere," Carlson said. "There
were no restrictions and we could
photograph anything.

"The people were friendly —
almost everybody thought we
were Canadians and when we told
them we were Americans, they
were surprised and enjoyed
having us there," he added.
Carlson said there was some
anti-United States sentiment
among the people because April
17 was the 30th anniversary of the
Bay of Pigs invasion. The trip
ended last week.
The group stayed in the Havana
Libre — once one of the best hotels when it was a Hilton.
However, Carlson said it is now
deteriorating.
He said the hotel is typical of
Cuba's financial difficulties.
"The economic situation is
Eim in Cuba," Carlson said. "I
ve been to seven other islands

V

Phi Eta Sigma national
honor society would
like to congratulate its
new initiates for spring
1991. We are very proud
of you - - keep up the
good work!

Fidel Castro made a speech in
which he announced rice rations
would be cut from 5 pounds to 3
pounds.
Because of the food shortages,
Carlson said it was common to
see people standing in long lines
at drug stores, grocery stores and
even ice cream stands.
The Cuban geographers are attempting to expand crop output
by examining the soil and by deciding what kind of crops would
grow best in certain areas, he
said.

"They are trying to increase
productivity at the lowest level,"
Carlson added.
Recently, the Cuban government has been trying to persuade
more tourists —especially American tourists — to come to the
country and help overcome the
country's financial problems.
-Alvar Carlson,
"They are pushing [tourism]
geography professor heavily, but they will nave to do a
lot to satisfy American tourists
who have a lot of other choices,"
in the West Indies, and this is by Carlson said.
far the grimmest situation I have
seen so far."
Carlson said most tourists
Cuba once relied on the Soviet come from Canada, Spain, GerUnion for supplies, but the So- many, and the Soviet Union.
viets recently cut oft many of the
By getting more American touresources — especially cheap oil rists, American money — which
— causing a fuel shortage, Carl- is more valuable in the world
son said.
market than the Cuban peso —
To save oil, the government will circulate in Cuba, he said.
plans to build a nuclear power
While Cuba has beautiful beaplant and is ordering bicycles ches and scenery, a good climate,
from China, he said.
and good "tourist environment,"
The government ordered more Carlson said few people want to
than 500,000 bicycles and plans to invest there because of the deorder 2 million more, and are teriorating hotels and struggling
breeding about 200,000 oxen to economy.
pull carts in fields, he added.
Cuba once offered tourists
Cuba also has a food shortage packaged deals which included
and has rationed rice, sugar, eggs air fare, but can no longer afford
and other foods, Carlson said.
to do so because of the fuel shortWhile Carlson was in Cuba,
ly See CUiA TRIP, page 5.

Alvar Cortion/
Ramon Castro, brother ol Cuban dictator Fidel, shows oft the
state tarm he operates in Cuba.

Boost a friend, help a
stranger. Buy daffodils!

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR

EXAM SPECIAL
Sunday, April 28 thru Thursday, May 2
Sunday, May 5 thru Thursday, May 9
Study and Relc in the privacy o/yv- o*/n room at

1515 E. Wooster
Next to Campus
NOW Leasing for Summer & Fall
- 2 bedroom furnished
apartments
CALL 352-9378 TODAY
Rental office located at
Cherrywood Health Spa

BEST WESTERN

Falcon Pla
$24.95

Includes

per ".qni lc a single o< double room
• Early check-in and late check-out limes
• Continental Breakfast
• CoHee ovailable 24 Hours

Umllnl aumkt' of room* ■■•//■ft* ■/ (kit mt
Adviiwc fettfvaiiont required, present valid BGSU ID at
hevk in Not valid (or (•mil), (ncndi and other non-uudentt
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Students find new ways to jam
by Julie Potter
staff writer
Bicycle parts, plastic tubing,
and string are not the usual tools
of a band, but the students in
Claude Fixler's Art 112 class
found use for them —to make
"beautiful music."
Filler's class and students in
music professor John Sampen's
saxophone class recently participated in the project to build
usable instruments from odds
and ends.
"At first, our class was kind of
apprehensive about the project.
We weren't quite sure how the in-

struments would sound. But everything worked out really well,"
said sophomore art major Felicia
Szorad.
Every student in Fixler's class
was paired with a music student
from Sampen's class and the duos
worked together to construct the
instruments.
"We talked with the music students about what type of instrument — for example, percussion
or a wind instrument — that we'd
like to construct," Szorad said.
Sampen volunteered his 20 students to collaborate on the
Ereject after being approached
y Filler about working together.
The two instructors discussed

what materials would create the
best sounds and the classes went
to work.
The finished product yielded
some very interesting results,
Sampen said.
" It was a real challenge for the
music students to figure out ways
to make musical sounds," he
added.
The instruments were debuted
at a concert April 18 in the Fine
Arts Gallery. Musicians played
two improvisational pieces, one
of whicn was composed by music
graduate student Wayne Berman, Sampen said.
A song, entitled "ResponseAbility Accounts Our Encoun-

ters" was a 12 minute concept
piece which involved singing, vocalizing, and theatrics from the
performers, as well as performance on their instruments.
The other song that was performed was another improvisational piece by Japanese composer Ryo Noda, Sampen said.
"We had a very positive response at the concert. We expected the crowd to be made up of just
the students from the two classes,
but we had between 75 and 100
people show up. The crowd was
very enthusiastic, and although a
few people were confused by the
music, tor the most part, people
enjoyed it," Sampen said.

Video highlights Ohio geology
by Trish Thlel
contributing writer

Ohio may not have the Grand
Canyon or the Rocky Mountains,
but the state is rich with other
geological features Ohioans tend
> overlook.
Laurence Jankowski, associate
journalism professor, recently
finished a six-part instructional
video series on the geology of
Ohio that will be used in schools.
"Nothing like this series has
ever been done in Ohio or anywhere else in the country," Jankowski said.
He said one reason is because
people do not think geology is that
important in their lives.
One example of how geology effects our lives was the formation
of limestone. The oceans which
covered much of Northwest Ohio

formed the limestone that lies below the surface. Limestone is a
key ingredient in road construction, Jankowski said. All basic
building and construction rely
heavily on limestone.
His series traces Ohio's geologic history, dating back some 2.5
billion years.
An ocean came in and covered
the area, then a new ocean would
come in, Jankowski said. Each
time a new ocean came in it left a
layer of sediment which became
a perfectly preserved record, he
added.
"Those oceans that covered
northwestern Ohio were warm,
almost Caribbean-like oceans,
Jankowski said.
In more recent times — 14,000
years ago — glaciers covered this
area, Jankowski said. "It's hard
to imagine ice 2 miles thick right
over our heads," he said. These

glaciers carved the Great Lakes.
When these northern glaciers
melted, they left a large lake in
front of them, Lake Maumee,
Jankowski said. This lake was
only 6 feet deep in most areas and
would become the Black Swamp,
Jankowski said.
Pioneers came to the area a
century ago, cut down the trees
and drained the marshes, Jankowski said. When the water was
drained, a huge, flat lake bottom
was left, he said. Northwest Ohio
is the second flattest region in the
world, Jankowski said.
While working on the series, he
was able to visit a newly discovered sinkhole. The sinkhole
was discovered by the owner of
the Indian Trail Caverns in Vanlue, Jankowski said. As they
started to bring in heavy equipment, they found an abundance of
fossils and bones.
A paleontologist was called in
from Cincinnati Museum of Natural History. "They realized it
was a perfectly preserved record
of life — from 14,000 years ago to
the present," he said.
Four years of work went into

the six videos. They are made for
instructional use in classrooms
from the junior high to the college
level.
"Earth science and geology
teachers will be able to use the
video so that students understand
the process of geology around
them," Jankowski said.
He said most of the educational
nature on the current market
deals with "geological cliches."

The Grand Canyon, the Rocky
Mountains, and Mount St. Helens
are the geological features in
most videos, but few midwest
students get a chance to see
them, Jankowski said.
» N«w«/Jay Muidock
"What they do see are smaller
glacial hills, wide meandering,
Pie Profile
and small caves that are just as
Popular culture professor John Nachbar attempts fo complete
important," he said. The geological process is the same, tney are
his lecture after being hit with two cream pies Tuesday afterjust not as spectacular, he added.
noon. The attack was the result of a lost bet with his Popular Culture 355 class.
He said he will never get back
the amount of investment put into
♦ BA * B A *BA * B A + B A * B A * B A *BA
the videos.
"I did this as a public service to
the state of Ohio and to making ANDERSON
people aware of the science that . Continued from page 1.
surrounds them in Ohio," he said.
them to work together to degive them beer, you can be held termine the best ways to dispose
responsible if anything happens." of waste, make less waste, and
Anderson, who is also a mem- re-use the waste if possible, Anber of TMACOG (Toledo Metro- derson said.
Anderson said he also has
politan Area Council on Government) an environmental group in worked during the past year to
Toledo, said he has done consid- improve roads near campus and
erable work toward a better envi- repair sidewalks. More work will
113 Railroad street 352-9302
be done during the summer, he
ronment while on council.
His concern for the environ- said.
Location
Summer Price
Another concern of Anderson's
ment led to his involvement in the
drafting of a hazardous waste bill is the number of motorists around
733 Manville
$550
which Ohio representatives Betty Bowling Green who ignore the
Montgomery and Linda Furney speed limit. Motorists near the
777 Manville
$550
Wednesday May 1, 4-6pm
campus are driving too fast, he
wrote.
755
Manville
$550
The pending bill, which Ander- said, adding the speed limit needs
$1.00 a throw
son calls a cooperative" bill, to be more strictly enforced.
841 Eighth St.
$550
A former chair of the Bowling
will require generators of hazUnion Oval • Tickets available at event
Bring in this ad for $150, off first months rent when signing a ardous waste to complete haz- Green City Housing Commission,
ardous waste reduction plans and Anderson said he nas done confall lease S75 off first months rent when signing a summer
siderable work to advise tenants
annual progress reports.
lease * one discount per lease • offer good thru May 10.
+BA +BA +BA *BA *BA +BA *BA *BA
The bill will focus on setting up on their legal rights.
a communication network for
While heading the commission,
waste producers which will allow Anderson helped compile a booklet with Greg Bakies of Student
Legal Services, which serves as a
checksheet to advise prospective
tenants on different types of
^ leases.
"The booklet explains tenants
their rights and warns them to
watch out for special provisions
before you sign, such as no kegs,
8th & High
or no pets," he said.
Bowling Green, Ohio
Anderson has been the city
council at-large councilperson
since 1987. He also served the
Fox Run
Mini Mali
council in 1972-73 as the fourth
ward representative.
Haven House Manor
Small Bldgs.
"People jokingly refer to me as
'landslide' in reference to the fact
Piedmont
Frontier Housing
that I won in 1972 by three votes
The right resume can be your only
Birchwood Place
Houses
and in 1987 by five votes," he
chance to make the right first
said.

PIE IN THE FACE!

catch that Summer Feeling ■

R.E. Management

Come Live with Us!
Summer & Fall
Preferred Properties

Discover Kinko's
for resumes that
get discovered.

Efficiencies, 1 bedroom, 2 bedroom - Furnished or Unfurnished,
Laundry facilities available
All rentals have full use of Cherrywood Health Spa
M-F 9:00-4:30
352-9378

impression. At Kinko's we'll help you
create a professional resume that's sure
to Impress.
• We'll work with
you on the
format.
• We typeset
and reproduce your
resum6 on
fine quality
stationery.
• All at a
price
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WORRIED ABOUT
AIDS?
FREE, ANONYMOUS
ANTIBODY TESTING AT
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HOSPITAL
381-3741
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
INC.
(SASI)
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TOLEDO HEALTH
DEPARTMENT
245-1701
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starting out.
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21.99 Professional
Resume Package

kinko's

Students earn scholarships
plus trip to Hawaii at end
of summer. Good speaking
voice plus neat appearance
required. Have fun and
make great money with
other people your own age.
Only people with good
work habits need apply.
National firm. Call now!

the copy center

419-255-9406

Includes one page typeset resume saved on disk and 25
copies on fine stationery paper. 25 matching blank
sheets and 25 # 10 envelopes. Not valid with any other
offer. Offer good at listed locations only. One coupon per
customer. Good through June 7. 1991

* Quantum 90 Accounts DO NOT carry
over to Summer or Fall '91.

HAVE A GREAT SUMMER!
University Food Operations

Open 24 hours
354-3977
115 Railroad St.
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SECURE YOUR
SUMMER JOB NOW!
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Physicians training for
insertion of Norplant
by Karen Bender
contributing writer

Planned Parenthood of Toledo
and the Medical College of Ohio
are now training physicians on
the procedure used to insert the
new birth control method Norplant.
Norplant is a new long-lasting
and reversible contraceptive device that will protect a woman
from pregnancy for up to five
years, and involves the insertion
of six capsules in a minor 10-15
minute surgical procedure.
Dr. Shinsh Shan is the only
physician at Toledo Planned Parenthood who is trained on the
Norplant technique, and is now
training other physicians on the
frocedure. The Bowling Green
lanned Parenthood does not
currently offer the service.
Several physicians and staff
members are trained in the
procedure at MCO, which offers

CUBA TRIP
J Continued from page 3.
ages, Carlson said.

They are trying to hook up with
Jamaica for package tourism
deals, he added.
One major tourist attraction
this summer will be the Pan
American games, but Carlson
said many of the stadiums and
game sights are incomplete and
may not be done in time for the
games.
While Cuba has some economic
problems, Carlson said most people are happier now than before
the revolution in 1959.
Before 1959, there were many
wealthy people — many of their
houses have been turned into museums — but many more poor
people, most being farmers,
Carlson said.
After the revolution, the wealth
was spread more evenly.

training sessions to physicians
every other Saturday specifically
for Norplant training.
Prior to each training session
Ehysicians are given a training
it containing two videotapes, a
Sractice arm, and some practice
orplant capsules.
Each physician is responsible
to bring proof of malpractice insurance on their Ohio practicing
license and their training kits to
the session.
During the Saturday training
sessions, the videos are viewed
again with Dr. Mary Hafer, Norplant specialist, and the physicians practice on artificial arms
for approximately 30 minutes.
After the practice sessions are
completed, each physician performs a Norplant insertion on one
of his own patients.
MCO — which has been appointed the training center for
Norplant in Northwest Ohio —
began training physicians two

weeks ago and will continue as
the demand for the procedure
grows.
Norplant is a contraceptive
sponsored by Planned Parenthood, and is available to both the
Toledo agency and MCO. The
base fee for the contraceptive is
$350, which is comparable to the
price of the birth control pill, according to Judy Lefevre, Norplant Coordinator at MCO.
Insertion at MCO also includes
the physician's fee for the minor
surgical procedure. At Planned
Parenthood any additional costs
are based on the patient's ability
to pay.
Medicaid of Ohio will cover the
cost of the procedure after May,
according to Lefevre, Norplant
Coordinator at MCO.
According to Megan Cummings-Krueger, communications/educator specialist at the
Toledo Planned Parenthood,
Medicaid will cover the costs
after June 1.

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. Main
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TEODOSIO
LJ Continued from page 1.
state's social program budget.
The amount allocated to the
Erograms will fall from $540 milon to $54 million, he said.
Teodosio, who went door-todoor this weekend on Ridge
Street and Frazee and East
Merry avenues talking to prospective voters, was offered his
opinion on this weekend's East
Merry Mania.
"It was a really lame East
Merry." he said. "They haven't
really solved any problems with
the crackdown.
"I think in years to come, people will start to have parties
throughout the city instead of just
at East Merry," he said.
"Instead of working against the
students, the local government

•a

UniGraphics

TIRED
OF

Your

ROOMMATE
HASSLES?

On-Campus
Desktop

352-9951

*

Publishing
Service

Wednesday - Saturday
May 1 - 4

Bureau

18-20 Welcome
S2.00 cover after 9:30
21 and Over
$1.00 cover after 9:30
HOUR?:
Mon.-Sal.: Noon 'til 2:30am
Sunday: 2:00pm 'til 2:30am
BEST BAR IN B.G. AGAIN
Every Day*

campus homes or locations.
Teodosio said he is confident he
will get enough student support in
the May 7 primary.
"I took a week off from classes
between April 1 and 5 and set up a
table at the Union Oval to register
voters," he said. "We registered
between 400 and 450 students, putting the number of registered
student voters at well over 3,000."
The biggest obstacle Teodosio
said he is facing is that the primary will be on the second day of
finals. "I hope it does not discourage too many people from
voting," he said.
"Hopefully, whatever happens
will raise students' consciousness
that the students deserve a voice
in the local government," Teodosio said.

•k-tr-frtr &•&•&*-Crtc-ir

the MICHAEL KATON BAND

VOTED

should work with the students to
come up with a safe, enjoyable
solution which both sides can be
satisfied with," Teodosio said.
Teodosio's suggestion is a
"Springfest" which he said could
happen if the University and the
city worked together.
"Have a field and beer trucks
and card people," he said.
"Of course people will use liability as a reason to not have it,
but there is liability involved with
everything," he said. "There's liability if you swim at the city pool
or if you turn your ankle playing
Softball at the park."
Teodosio said he also wants to
improve lighting around the
campus and on some of the side
streets frequented by people
walking to the campus from off-

*

TRY A ONE
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APARTMENT
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Now you can afford to dream in color.
you've learned one program, you're well on your way
If you thought that finding a color Macintosh'
to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you
system you could afford was just a dream, then the
share information with someone who uses a different
new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream come true.
type of computer-thanks to the versatile Apple*
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many
SuperDrive™
which can read from and write to
computers that can display only 16 colors at once, the
Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.
Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors. It
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it
also comes with a microphone and new sound-input
gives you. Then pinch yourself.
technology that lets you personalize your work by
It's better than a dream-it's a
adding voice or other sounds.
\pple introduces the Macintosh LC
Macintosh.
Life every Macintosh
computer, the LC is easy to
set up and easy to master.
And it runs thousands of
available applications that
Stop by the Mac Show at
all work in the same,
the Business School
consistent way-so once

Wednesday, May 1
lOam to 3pm

Rain: 2nd floor lobby
Shine: Outside front entrance
or call Dave McCoy at
372-7724 for information

The power to be your best!"
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Expert stresses liberal
arts for future MBAs
sion Tuesday on "The Future
Role of Graduate Management
Education."
Rosenblum co-chaired the
Commission on Admission to
Graduate Management Education that prepared the report
by Brenda Borman
"Leadership for a Changing
staff writer
World." The document has been a
catalyst for the surging number
Prospective MBAs need to be of MBA program reviews across
more concerned with communi- the country.
cation and problem- solving
A liberal arts education can be
skills, according to an expert on a good start for undergraduate
graduate management program management students to improve
trends.
communication and interpersonJohn Rosenblum, dean of the al skills as well as improving
Darden Graduate School of Busi- problem-solving skills like analyness at the University of Virginia, sis and inferential reasoning, Rorke to faculty members fromsenblum said.
College of Business Adminis"To provide leadership retration as well as members of the quires a broad education," he
business community at a discus- said.

Broad learning
primary focus

Give
another chance.
Give blood
R.E. MANAGEMENT
is currently leasing units for
the Summer and Fall of 1991

Featuring: CAMPUS MANOR
505 Clough St.
Includes:

CALL 352-9302

Starting at $ 358.00

Furnished
Heating Paid
Air Conditioning Paid
2 Bdrms. 1 Bath
Extra Vanity
Walk-in Closet
Close to Campus
Plenty of Parking
Laundry Facilities
Fulltime Maintenance

Although technical skills are
important, a broad education in
the social sciences and humanities is also becoming more necessary, he said.
His report stated future MBAs
must have an awareness of global, multicultural, social, technological, and ethical issues. They
should also understand different
elitical and economic systems
cause of the increasing complexity and change in the world
market.
He encouraged better communication between management
schools and with prospective employers.
"The power of collaboration between employers and business
schools can be very valuable," he
said.

1991 Outstanding Senior honored
by Morrella Raleigh
staff writer

Robin Applebaum, a Bowling
Green native, has been named
the 1991 Outstanding Senior and
will graduate Phi Beta Kappa in
August.
Applebaum, who was honored
by the University's Alumni Association on April 11 at the Senior
Send-Off reception, is an English
major with a French minor. She
was selected for her academic
achievements, community service work and student leadership.
"I'm so excited. It means the
world to me," she said.
The Outstanding Senior Award
is part of the Alumni Association's senior program board, a
Sroup designed to introduce stuents to the Alumni Association.

Hours: M-F

8-5
Sat 9-3
Sun lO-2
Get $150.00 off your first mos. rent on your new fall
lease with this ad. Expires 5-8-91

Applebaum, who has mainThis is the second year the
tained a 4.0 GPA, said her
group has given the award.
"We wanted an opportunity to achievements are the result of
recognize students who have con- organization and dedication.
I'm a very task-oriented pertributed a great deal to the camBus and community," said Virne- son," she said.
It also helps to have supportive
e House, assistant director of
friends and family, she added.
alumni affairs.
Applebaum said highlights of
All registered campus student
organizations were asked to her University career include
nominate one person for the a- studying in France for a semester
ward. A committee of faculty, and working as a Campus Fact
staff and alumni reviewed the Line operator.
applicants to decide the top 10
"I know so much more about
nominees. The finalists were
interviewed by the committee the University and I learned a lot
about
research and people
and the winner was announced at
skills," she said.
the Senior Send-Off reception.
Applebaum was nominated for
"I just see her as exceptionally the award by Mortar Board, an
great in inter-disciplinary stud- academic honor society whom
ies," committee member and as- she serves as president.
"She was definitely an outsociate professor of biological
sciences Cynthia Stong said.
standing candidate," House said.

In 1986, Applebaum graduated
from Bowling Green High School,
where she also maintained a 4.0
GPA. She earned a President's Achievement Scholarship, which
pays for University tuition and
fees, through an Undergraduate
Alumni Association program that
honors outstanding high school
juniors. Applebaum later chaired
this program as a University student.
Applebaum currently works in
Toledo as a management intern
at Roadway Express, a trucking
company. She plans on becoming
a human-resource manager.
Applebaum received a watercolor print of the campus with a
gold plate that names her Outstanding Senior. Her name also
appears on a plaque in the
Alumni office.

TOXIC TRAIN
Campus Pollyeyes
440 E. Court
352-9638

Mo.

Office located
ll3 Railroad
Bowling Green. Oh 43402

iO N»wt/Stephonie Lewis
Senior Mary Moloney views this year's Issue of Prairie Margins, the undergraduate literary magazine,
while senior Tammy Evans, Prairie Margins poetry editor, points out some special sections. The special double edition ol Prairie Margins will be on sale In the Union Foyer until Friday.

STUDY BREAK
SUPER SPECIAL
Small IO"
Pan Pizza with 1 -item
and a can of soda
only
$3.SO
expires 5/12/91

U Continued from page 1.
been tracking [the train] very
closely. I'll bet the two will connect.
Possible reunion site: Tooelle,
Utah — 85 miles west of Salt Lake
City. Greenpeace and other or!;anizations say this is the current
ocation of what some environmentalists have christened "The
Toxic Express."

CSX moved the train westward
after state officials discovered an
unidentified white liquid leaking
from several of the gondola cars
while the train sided at a Sumter,
S.C. railyard.
But despite the national attention given to the train, Tooelle
residents appear accustomed to
toxic intruders.
In addition to U.S. Pollution

SPACE SAVERS
SUMMER STORAGE
SPRING PICK-UP AND FALL DELIVERY
ITEM

SIZE

PRICE

1 Bad Loft
2 Bed Loft
Couch
Couch
Couch
Couch
Refrigerator
Refrigerator
Refrigerator
Desk
Chair
Chair
Table
Table

Platform
Any
Two Seat
Three Seat
Four Seat
Hlde-A-Bed
1.5 cu. ft.
4.0 cu. tt.
Larger
Regular
Desk
Lounge
End
Kitchen
Other
Twin
Other
Regular
3 cu. ft.
6 cu. (t.

$15.00
$30.00
$20.00
$25.00
$30.00
$40.00
$10.00
$15.00
$25.00
$20.00
$5.00
$10.00
$10.00
$15.00
$10.00
$20.00
$25.00
$15.00
$5.00
S10.00

Table
Bed
Bed
Bicycle
Box
Box

NOW SCHEDULING PICK-UP TIMES AND DATES
^^J ^W

352-5475

Control Inc. — the company hired
by CSX to handle the soil — the
town is also home to an incinerator of hazardous materials
and a U.S. Army waste dump.
"This place will take anything," Mark said. "But there's a
good indication Thomas will be
available to inform the residents
about the train."
According to Kim Maxwell, director of TRACC — Tri-county
Residents for Alternatives to
Chemical Contamination —
several chemicals contained in
the soil can be detrimental to
small children and pregnant
women.
"There has been a confirmed
test by the Federal Railroad Administration that the cars contain
such hazardous chemicals," he
said.
Maxwell added that any proof
of the dangers of the train's cargo
can be demonstrated by his burnt
and blistered hand.
While the train sat in an Walbridge, O. railyard — the site of
Thomas Adams'initial protest —
Maxwell managed to crouch near
the train and run his finger over a
puddle leaking from one of the
cars.
"At first I thought it was salt,
but it felt too fine," he remembered. "But later that day.
my hand became inflamed and
blistered. I'm now convinced the
cars are carrying several chemicals that can at least cause skin
irritations."
The leak drew a $22,000 fine
from the South Carolina Department of Public Health and Environmental Control last week. The
fine will be doubled if the substance is determined hazardous.

Announcing the

EXAM CRAM
in the

Off-Campus Student Center
(Ground Level, Moseley Hall)

Open 24 hours during Finals Week
6:00p.m. Sunday to 3:30p.m. Friday

AH Studiers Welcome!
Sponsored by the Commuter Off-Campus Organization and the Off-Campus Student Center

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
APARTMENTS
Nearly 500 UflitS

Wltn

SUPER locations

STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E.WOOSTER

SENATE
. Continued from page 1.
to compensate for the increase in
health care costs.
Senate members received the
administration's plan shortly before the meeting, and tabled their
own proposal to further study the
administration's plan.
Senate Chairperson Harold
Lunde said the differences between the two plans are "rather
small."
However, some senate members did not appreciate the lack of
forewarning.
Senator Blaine Ritts said the
administration should have
released its plan sooner.
"I lust can't comprehend the
rush to a decision," he said. "We
don't know the drive behind this
plan, and the rush to a decision is
inappropriate."
Senator Philip O'Connor
agreed.
"I feel very uncomfortable," he
said. "I'm sure the faculty members here feel railroaded and this
last minute business is not productive."
The senate postponed voting on
its plan until the May 7 senate
meeting, but Lester Barber, executive assistant to the president,
pointed out a memo accompanying the administration's plan
which asks for employee input by
Friday —May 3.
In other business, the senate established five potential meeting
times during the summer to discuss budget decisions made in
that time.
These dates will be reserved as
"special meeting dates" should
the senate decide budget decisions made by the administration affect the faculty enough to
call the senate into session.
O'Connor said any meetings
taking place on these dates will
be used to "open up the books"
and examine the impact of budget decisions of faculty.

IRAQ
D Continued from page 1.
18, Iraq said it did not possess any
nuclear weapons or nuclear facilities.
"They were playing dumb, so
the IAEA wrote back and gave
them some clear definitions of
what we wanted," said one official who spoke only on the condition of anonymity.
Iraq's second response several
days ago "was quite detailed and
explicit" about the location and
condition of the fuel, he said.
But Iraq "wasn't particularly
receptive to another IAEA
request for information about its
suspected nuclear research facilities at Tuwaitha and other sites,
the official said.

Bacteria linked to Rescuers scanning remains
Red Cross, foreign aid helping Soviet quake victims
stomach cancer
by Paul Rccer
Associated Press Science Writer

WASHINGTON — Mysterious bacteria that infect about 30
percent of Americans may play a major role in the development
of stomach cancer, a group of Stanford University researchers
report.
Julie Parsonnet, an associate professor, said bacteria called
helicobacter pylori cause chronic inflammation of stomach tissue and "just having chronic inflammation for a long period of
time may predispose a person to get cancer."
Helicobacter pylori bacteria are considered strange organisms because they thrive where no other bacteria can survive —
in the stomach, where they are constantly bathed by powerful
acids.
Inflammation caused by the bacteria has been known for
about a century, but helicobacter pylori provoked new interest
and gained a name in the 1980s, when they were found to be
nearly always present when stomach ulcers occur.
Now, the Stanford report, published in the Journal of the
National Cancer Institute, shows the bacteria may also be associated with stomach cancer.
In a study of 37 patients with the most common form of stomach cancer, helicobacter pylori were found in 33 patients, or 89.2
percent of the total. In gastric tissue removed from patients with
other types of cancer, however, the bacteria were found in only
31.8 percent.
"we speculate that H pylori infection acquired early in life
Srovides an induction period sufficient to produce malignancy,"
le study said.
In effect, said Parsonnet, "We found that one specific type of
stomach cancer was tied to the infection and that this was the
most common type of stomach cancer."
The stomach cancer related to the bacteria is called gastric intestinal cancer because cells of the malignancy viewed by
microscope have the appearance of intestinal tissue.
Dr. Stanley Benjamin, chief of gastroenterology at Georgetown University Medical School, said more studies are neededto
confirm the finding, but noted, "There is no question that this is
an important issue."

President Mikhail Gorbachev
KUTAISI, U.S.S.R. (AP) - lectricity was knocked out.
One person was pulled alive sent his condolences to relatives
Rescuers on Tuesday dug
through a mountain village that from a wrecked building in the of the victims and he authorized
one official said was "wiped off town Monday, and a group of res- his government to assist the
the map," hoping to find survi- cuers arrived from Moscow to stricken region.
Offers of aid have been
vors among dozens of people bur- look for more survivors Tuesday
received from Israel, France and
night.
ied alive in an earthquake.
City official Alexander Cher- Japan, Sigua said.
Monday's quake in Soviet
The American Red Cross in
Georgia killed at least 80 people, bakov said they needn't have
injured 500, destroyed 40 schools bothered. Noting that survivors Washington said the League of
Red
Cross and Red Crescent Soand six hospitals, and left 80,000 were found for days in the rubble
homeless, said Georgian Prime of the 1988 earthquake in neigh- cieties sent an assessment team
to Georgia and that the Armenian
boring Armenia, he said:
Minister Tengiz Sigua.
"Armenia was different ... Red Cross also sent a 27-member
Sigua said, after a helicopter
tour of the site, that he expected There were no hills there." Moun- rescue team.
The earthquake struck at 12:13
tains of rock crushed homes in
the death toll to rise.
He flew over the village of the Georgian towns, minimizing p.m. Monday among sparsely
populated villages and towns and
Khakhieti, which was destroyed chances for survival.
The injured were being ferried measured 7.1 on the Richter
when a mountainside collapsed
out to hospitals in the mountain- scale. Its epicenter was near
and buried 40 people alive.
"It was awful," Sigua said in an ous republic, while officials were 11,363-foot Mount Samertskhie
interview with The Associated shipping in busloads of water, and Ambrolauri, a town 90 miles
northwest of the Georgian capital
Press in Kutaisi, a city about 36 food and tents for the homeless.
About 80 percent of the housing of Tbilisi.
miles west of Khakhieti. "Simply
Rescuers managed to save 30
was destroyed in the affected
put, it's a nightmare.
"This village was wiped off the area, where about 250,000 people miners trapped in the Barital
barium mine high in the Caucalive, Sigua said.
map," he said.
Today was declared a day of sus Mountains near the quake's
Rescuers searched collapsed
homes and buildings in the towns mourning in Georgia. Soviet epicenter.
and villages of north-central
Georgia for any survivors.
In the town of Sachkhere, a regional center, hundreds of homes
were destroyed and makeshift
tarpaulin tents were erected in a
soccer field for 60 families. All e-

':LA-ZEL THEATRE

APARTMENTS

BOWLING GUILN- )»-l!£l

KEVIN COSTIiCK
3RD OSCAR
WINNING WEEKI
TONITE AT: 8:00
SAT Si SUN AT: 1:00.
4:30. AND 8:00

Fall 1991 Leases Available
for
Bargain Nite
Every Thursday
All seats
Only $2.50

NEW

CHARLESTOWN and
MID AM MANOR

Within walking distance to campus for
summer 1991 and 1991 - 92 sch x»l year.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat & water included, air conditioning.
Contact: Resident Manager
641 Third St.. Apt. 4, B.G.
332-4380

Columbia Courts
Apartments
3 bedroom furnished apartments

.'SWtiS^ET

■.'.- Check our special discounted rates for our ■.:■
new apartments for Fall 1991

Call 352-0717 for more information

WHYOUR

SUBSCRIBERS ALWAYS
GET THE BIG PICTURE
How could they miss it? With so much news and information every day, we give everyone
something to talk about. When you subscribe to USA TODAY, you gel all the news you need —
delivered for less than 38 cents a day! Subscribe to USA TODAY now. You'll save up to $32.50
off the newsstand price and you'll always get the big picture.

ORDER :

Save up to '32.50 on USA TODAY now!

DELIVERY:

-

I haven't yet ordered my KEY yearbook or the video Please
' reserve doth lor me at the special combination rate ol $28.90
That's $18 95 lor the book and only $9 95 lor the video

—

I've already ordered the KEY yearbook but please reserve lor
' me a copy ot the KEY video tor only $9 95

"H I II be here in the fall to pick up my order
Bursar account

bill my
QtyAMMfflp
PIUM
IPaymnM MM:
JChevk Enclosed (r-i)*N* io USA TODAY)
Chsnjfmy 3VISA JMC 3AMEJC

' I won t be here in the fall; please bill me the appropriate
' postage, (either $1 25, $4. or $5 75.) and mail my ordei lo

—

CrrttCmll

—

l want the video, but don't want to order the Book Please
~ ~ reserve lor me the video at its normal retail price ol $29 95

—

11 haven't ordered the KEY yet I want the KEY but no video
Plena clip this ad and return by camgui mall or drop oft at 21 Wait Hall.

i,,....

JBtll ■ •*
J Rcnt-ii ip«)TncM«nclo«dl
bp.DM

Signature (if p«r«* »> "•*• <•"»)_

a 13
'Ji.f I

For faster service, call 1-800-USA-0001 «. r« op*™, w

Im* *j mal iMttm* Ocbtt* r>mUUr * «l*ai* tw» »4W *iw Mia** tfw>«*W«« *t USA Oflrr food lor *#wr, an *t USA crt>
!■ laplMil mi !■ i— nt ■! *i i ■mil I'll
ii- 'if-f-|-r- "
1— ■-,--■■ »'
To fat your order, call 13011 2*6-0172 • To wbscribe so USA TODAY* International Edition, call (212)715-2050.
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Sports
Baseball snaps The Dibble saga continues...
its losing streak
Stiles hits grand slam to give BG the win
by Jamie Joe*
M«ist«nt sports editor

Who you gonna call?
Streakbusters.
Tuesday afternoon Dayton played the reverse role of streakbusters as they helped the BG baseball team snap its 12-game
losing streak.
The Falcons who trailed 10-2, came from behind to win 12-10
with seven runs in the last half of the seventh and eighth innings.
The BG pitching got off to a rough start allowing two runs in
the first, one in the second, two in the third, and five in the fifth
as the Flyers went up 10-4.
But, once the BG bats got rolling the Falcons received an impressive performance from Derek Common going two innings
allowing zero runs, one hit, and two strikeouts to pick up the victory. Common improved his record to 3-8.
The rally started with the bat of Daren Stiles as he went 4-for-6
on the afternoon Including a double, two home runs, and seven
runs batted in.
Stiles started the rally with a two-run homer in the bottom of
Uv> seventh, and picked up where he left off in the eighth with a
grand slam homer.
In addition to Stiles power on the afternoon, Dayton's Brian
Harlamert belted two home runs including a grand slam and collected six RBI, while Tony Osborn also added » home run.
The wind played a key part in all of the day's action as it
nearly blew fans out of the stands. Many of the balls that could
have been fly outs were carried oat of tat park by the powerful
gushes blowing out to straight away centar
The Falcons had two or more hit efforts from StUaa, Rob Kennedy isingle, double, RBI), Trent Dues (single, doable. RBI)
and Billy Bostater (single, double. RBI).

^
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CINCINNATI (AP) — The
grade-school teacher injured by
Rob Dibble's latest outburst is in
a forgiving mood, but there was
no indication Tuesday whether
the National League would be so
accommodating.
The Cincinnati Reds reliever
could be punished by NL president Bill White for hurling a
baseball into the stands after a
poor outing Sunday in a 4-3 victory over the Chicago Cubs.
The ball hit first-grade teacher
Meg Porter on the elbow. The injury has forced Porter. 27, to get
medical treatment and miss two
days of work.
Her laywer said Tuesday that
Porter and her husband, Richard,
expect compensation for the medical bills and the missed work.
But they don't hold a grudge.
"She has a medical bill and a
couple of days off work," lawyer
Don Moore said. "I don't think

they have any great animosity
towards Rob Dibble. I don't think
they're that type of people.
They're nice people that just went
toaballgame.
"Maybe the most important
thing is, it's not a huge matter.
Mrs. Porter is upset and hurt, but
her injury is relatively minor."
Dibble will have to wait to see
whether the Reds and White consider it a minor matter.
NL spokeswoman Katy Feeney
said Tuesday that White was reviewing the incident. A player
could be fined or suspended for
injuring a fan by purposely
throwing into the stands.
Players are prohibited from
tossing balls in the stands under
any circumstances, she said.
"It's something for the league
to review. It's not something we
condone," Feeney said. "We
don't even want them passing
balls into the stands where they-

re foul balls, or when they're finished with infield."
Reds spokesman Jon Braude
said Tuesday that the team was
trying to get more information
about the incident.
"We don't plan to take any action (at this time) because we're
still looking into the matter,"
Braude said.
Dibble has declined comment
on the incident.

June 17 in New York.
His fling Sunday came moments after he completed his
worst performance of the season,
giving up five hits and two runs in
the last two innings. He got Ryne
Sandberg on a called third strike
to end the game, received the
baseball and congratulations
from catcher Joe Oliver. As
teammates came on the field.
Dibble turned and heaved the ball
into the center field stands.
The ball hit Porter on the elbow
as the couple prepared to leave
Riverfront Stadium.
Richard Porter complained
Monday that Dibble hadn't even
tried to apologize for hurting his
wife.
On Tuesday, Moore said that
Mrs. Porter had received a call
from Dibble's wife. Joanne.
Moore said that Dibble later
called the couple and left a message on their answering machine.

It was the second time this
season that Dibble's temper got
him in trouble.
On April 11, Dibble threw behind Houston's Eric Yelding after
Eitcher Curt Schilling singled
ome a run. That touched off a
brawl and brought Dibble a threeday suspension and $1,000 fine
from White.
Dibble has appealed the punishment and continues to pitch
pending a hearing with White on

Golf team prepared for MAC's
by Kevin Cummings
sports writer
Even though their short game
continues to sputter, the Bowling
Green golf team's attitude remains positive as they approach
the MAC championships.
In their most recent outing, the
Falcon men finished 19th out of 23
teams in the Kepler Intercollegiate Invitational in Columbus on
the Scarlet Golf Course.
BG shot a three day total of 927
to finish 60 strokes off the pace of
champion Ohio State
(292/282/293-867), and 39 shots

behind runner up Northwestern
(888).
The Falcons were tied for 14th
after the opening 18 holes as they
carded a 307, but dropped to 17th
the next day after shooting a 308.
The brown and orange tallied a
312 over the final 18 to bury themselves even further in the pack.
"We just seemed to get worse
as everyone else got better," junior Brett Fulford said. "A lot of
people need to find their confidence again — they're hitting the
ball well, but lack that mental
edge."
Fulford once again led the BG
attack as he carded a 224

WILLIS
STORAGE

(78/86/78) and junior Wayne
Mueller who finished with a 244
(85/79/80).
The Buckeyes Chris Smith was
the tournament medalist as he
carded a 210 (71/69/70) over the
54 holes.
"Everybody is hitting the ball
well," senior co-captain Doug
Ray said. "But right now our
short game remains suspect."
"We'll be ready for MAC'S,"
Fulford added. "We have a positive attitude and know we're capable of playing better than we
currently are."
BG travels to East Lansing to
compete in the Spartan Invitational on Saturday and Sunday
(May 4-5). The two day, 54 hole
event will be contested at Michigan State's Forrest Akers West
Golf Course, and will be the Falcons final match before the MAC
championships May 12-15.

(76/71/77) to grab a share of 24th
Elace overall. His second round 71
ested his season low mark by
three shots and put him in a tie
for ninth place heading into the
last day of competition. Fulford's
74.7 tournament average dropped
his team leading season average
to 77.6.
"I feel I've played well in four
out of five tournaments this
spring," Fulford said. "I'm hitting the ball well and even if I do
make a bad shot I have the confidence to recover and keep my
score down."
Freshman Garry Winger recorded the Falcons next best
effort, shooting 228 (74/77/77).
Winger's first round 74 equalled
his best 18 holes of the year.
Rounding out the Falcon scorecard were freshman Scott Piesen
who carded a 241 (79/81/81),
senior Tim Goeller who shot a 242

"We Are The Moving And Stooge Professionals"
Guarantee Same Day Pick Up
Secure And Bondable Storage
ITEMS
Lolls

There are only a few days let"! to
sign your Summer or Fall lease...

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS

SIZE
Any
Twin
Bed
Bed
Other
Refrigerator
1.5 cu. ft.
Refrigerator
4.0 cu. ft
Refrigerator
Other
Couch
Two-seat
Couch
Three-seat
Couch
HideABed
Table
End
Kitchen
Table
Desk
Regular
Huge
Do*
Desk
Ctw
Chair
Lounge
Bicycle
All
Box
3cu ft.
Box
6 cu. ft.
(Wt not to exceed 50 lbs.)
*
it
*
*

Low Rates
Excellent Service

j*t *»m

PRICE
$30.00
$20.00
$30.00
$15 00
$20.00
$3500
$20.00
$30 00
$35 00
$1000
$20.00
$2500
$40 00
$1000
$15 00
$20.00
$5 00
$10.00

ALL YOU CAN EAT
SPAGHETTI
$4.25
Hours:
Sunday....
Mon-Thurs.

Rates quoted starling May 1st thru first day of fall quarter.
Scheduling now for pick up times and dates.
Have an item not mentioned, call us for a price quote.
Pick up and delivery not included in storage rate.

Call Today To Guarantee Your Prompt Pick Up

. 12:00-2:00 P.M.
. 11:30-1:30 P.M.
4:30-7:00 P.M.
Il:30-I:30 P.M.

Friday

Located in the University Union

Strip Steak Special '5 95 advertised in yeiierdoy s 6 G new* is lor Tueidoyi only.
[Quantum 90 card accepied after 430 for on-campus students
1 Quantum OO card accepted all day for off-campus students

3529135
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Congratulations to the
1991-92 Executive Council

* K +
THE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE ITS SCHOLARSHIP
AND AWARD RECIPIENTS
KARL E. VOGT AWARD
OUTSTANDING GRADUATING SENIOR, 1991

Jeffrey C. Gibbons
1991-1992 SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS
James Adams
Barbara Amrhein
Michael Bockbrader
Kathleen Bottini
Shelley Brazeau
Lisa Brockman
Laura Brown
Stacey Buchanan
Dawn Cipollo
David Cook
Rawlyn Cook
Jacqueline Denson
Judy Donald
Beth Duron
Larry Earnest
Kimberly Eddings
Ethel Ellis
Karl Elsass
Tracy Emerson
Laura Evert
Jane Findlay
Christy Flading
Bryan Gardiner
Christine Golownia
Joseph Gonzales
Christopher Goodwin
Scott Harbaugh
Andrea Harrold

Ss
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Leigh Harrold
Linda Hawkins
Lisa Henningsen
Lynnae Jurczynski
Mindy Kadel
Laura Keck
James Ko
Larissa Kotys
Angela Lawson
Alisa Leathers
Jennifer Letner
Richard Letner
Kristine Losz
Shawn Lubinski
Craig Maxwell
Charmin McCourt
Shawn McCue
Paula Mclntyre
Jennifer Miron
Pamela Miller
Mary Moloney
Wayne Mueller
Aimee Nitz
John Owen
Sharon Pasek
Holly Pechauer
Christopher Perrone
Judy Peters
Scott Plickert

Dina Polanka
Rebecca Popp
Debra Priolisi
Joyce Riepenhoff
Heather Rohrs
Ginger Rolli
Craig Romick
Beth Rymers
Carrie Sampsel
Lisa Schwartz
Steven Shook
Malcolm Shrimplin
Jennifer Siebenaler
Lisa Skeels
Dana Solich
Laurie Staas
Diane Steiger
Terrence Stolly
Brent Strobel
Jeffrey Stull
Valerie Szostak
Angela Turner
Jyoti Venugopalkrishna
Erik Vogel
Douglas Watkins
Rebekah Werth
Beth Williams
Donna Yahner
Steven Young

* K +

♦ K *

President
Vice-President
Correspaty^ygig Secretary
Recording Secretary
Treasurer
Historian
SergeonJ-At-ArraS ^

+

43»an Thompson .
'■lorry Parson . . .
ChadLuokaer . .
Albert Mitler. .
Jdy Wagner .

p)kfia&tx&.r
Aaron Vdmjhri*, .
B'ria'h'rfssl . . ,

grotulations to the
g 91 Big Brothers/
Steve V

Tony P.
igtaamk

fofi
Bra
Matt
Tony Camisci
Chad Luckner
Aaron Vaughn
Craig McLaughlin
Dear. Thoiripscr
Steve Severt . . .
Mike Mitchell . . .
4- K +
♦ K +

:;}.$sori''t$($igjera.
5 DOB Focje-i
&:.Robert 'Bea*er'-Gdlenbee
6 Bna»:H6'ward

SCajpl|nr,

&
oi
&
&

ojjjers
-nnipke
Schwab
Bill Shuler
ny.as itiuhiMflj
Tom Stokes
Chad Truckor

♦ K *
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TODAY IS THE DEADLINE FOR
1 Seniors Farewells j in Friday, May 3rd's BG News
Turn to page lO, fill out the order form and drop it by 214
West Hall TODAY by 4p.m.!
THE BG NEWS
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Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
• WICI " WICI * WICI *
Attention Womtn in Communication*. Inc.,
Mam bars- Don't loigat tha and-©Mha-yaar
brunch and scholarship prasantatlon la Sunday, May 5 at 11:00 M Hoi lay Lodga. Call
Haathar at 372-4091 to RSVP and la! har
know It you na#d a 'Ida.
WICI ■ WICI " WICI *
PU6LIC NOTICE
Tha Montesaon School ot Bowfcng Green. Inc.
located at 1616 E Wooster. Unit Q. Bowling
Green. Ohio has requested from the Ohio Department of Education Approval to Operate.
Any persons having knowledge ot racial discnminatory practices in the recruitment ot students, admissions, employment, scholarships'loans-lee waivers, educational programa, or athletics/extracurricular activities
should contact the Division ol Equal Educational
Opportunities. 65 South Front Street. Room
416. Columbus. Ohio 43266 0306. Tele
phone number (614) 466-3318

• PlPN" PtPht' PiPht*
KAREN RAVAS
TINA TRUEBLOO0
Congratulations to each of you for receiving
both Chapter and Province Awards'
* Pi Phi • Pi Phi • Pi Phi •
*" • PI Beta Phi • • •
To be a Pi Phi angel Is an honor true.
Only the chosen wear the wine and blue
Friendship, sisterhood and lots o' fun.
Our VIPs are the best under the sun
No doubt about It. no question in my mind.
VIP Chnsti Davis is quite a Und'"

-To the Sisters of Alpha Chi Omega*
Thank you tor all your support during Beta!
We couldn't have done It without you III
•Love Your 1991 Beta Team
??? HAVE A COMPUTER AND MODEM ???
Call FOX BBS or 352-7544 for the best In
local messages, online games, IBM compatible down loadable programs and national
news group discussions. FOX BBS Is on line
24 hours every day at 1200/2400 band
6/N/1. And. best of all. no charge lor access

All complaints mado will be investigated prior to
the Issuance ol Approval to Operate to said
school

ADOPTION NOT ABORTION We are a happily
married childless Christian couple eager to
adopt a white infant
Call collect
419-358-9370alter 5 30pm

LOST & FOUND

AGO * AGO ' AGD * AGO * AGO
Congrats to Angle Holthaus on her pearling to
Jim Tangeman
AGO * AGD ■ AGD * AGD * AGD

Found Leather jacket In 206 Hayes Hal
4/23/01 Call to identity. 372-2401 .Elaine
FOUND Trek 1 000 racing bike Must have
proof ol ownership, call 353-2053 leave message
LOST Gold Time» welch with brown leather
strap Lost at Downtown or Field Manor Apts
on Sat 4/27/91 REWARD CM 372-3439

SERVICES OFFERED
DON'T LOSE YOUR RENTAL DEPOSIT'
HAVE DAMAGES REPAIRED*
FOR A FREE ESTIMATE CALL SEAN
352-7763. LEAVE MESSAGE
PREGNANT?
We can help Free pregnancy tests and supportive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
Center Call 354 HOPE

PERSONALS
• Alpha Chi Omega '
Awesome Job at Beta 500111
Beta Queen: Kim Rlecka
Spirit- First Place
Racr Third Place
-Keep up the Winning Tradtton for '92*

AGO * AGD ' AGD ■ AGD * AGD
The Sisters of Alpha Gamma Delta would like to
congratulate Kara Kaiser on her engagement to
Kent Bason
AGD " AGO * AGD * AGD ■ AGO

•■*• SCOTT EPPEHT"*"
Congratulations on an incredible FIJI ISLAND
1 Thanks far making the last one the best!
' ' ' Love. Kim—
DEAR JOHN Marquard
Thoughts of you si* monopolize my time, but
that's another story I fust wanted to say CONGRATULATIONS. GOOD LUCK, and don't use
animal skin condoms
Keepon Smiim
Juanda

Exam Special
t Western Falcon PlazaAprtl 28th - May
2nd
May 5th - May 9th
See display ad In
today's Issue of the BG News
for more details!

GOVERNMENT HOMES Irom $1
(U repair) Delinquent tax property.
Reposslssions Your area <l| 805 962 8000
Ext OH-9649 for current repo list
Grab a friend.
Grebapiaow.
and
Learn toRELAX before FINALS
Come to a tension reducing session
at Founders Gold Lounge
Wednesday, May 1 at 9 pm
Everyone is Welcome''

IT IS SWEATSHIRT WEATHER!
FOR SALE
XL CHAMPION REVERSE WEAVE SWEAT
SHIRTS
ONLY S23 CALL 2-5435
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA ■ KAPPA SIGMA
Congratulations to Krlsti Baldwin on her lavaber**g to Kappa Sigma Steve Gaghardl
KAPPA SIGMA • KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Lisa from Rossford
I've been looking for you.
Call Tom Tipton 923 384 1
MUty.
I'm realty going to miss you Thanks tor being
such a good fnend and Sister'
O Phi A Love.
Carolyn
PI BETA PHI RINI AMATO PI BETA PHI
We can't wait for your activation1 Hang in there,
we love you1 Love. Your Pi Pru Secret Sisters

Student Organizations'!
Don't forget to register your group for the
1991-92 academic year as wed as lo register
to participate m the Student Organizations Fair
■n the fall Forms are available in Room 405.
Student Services

UNIVERSITY INTRAMURALS ENTRIES FOR
SUMMER SOFTBALL ARE DUE BY THURS
DAY, JUNE 20. 1991 LEAGUES WILL BE
OFFERED FOR MEN'S. WOMEN'S AND COED
TEAMS " ALL FACULTY. STAFF AND STUDENTS ARE ELIGIBLE TO PLAY PLAY WILL
BE
• JUNE 24 • AUG 1
UNIVERSITY INTRAMURALS SUMMER INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL SUPERVISORS
NEEDED CONTACT STUDENT EMPLOYMENT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION APPLICANTS MUST HAVE A STRONG KNOW
LEDGE OF SOFTBALL
WELCOME BACK PARTY
AUGUST 29TH

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON ' SIGMA ALPHA
EPSILON
The Brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsaon would like
to congratulate JEFF CLINEand ANOIE HAMBRICK on their recent lavabermg'
Phi Alpha
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON ■ SIGMA ALPHA
EPSILON

WELCOME BACK PARTY

Keith Crispin

Mindy Gardberg
Jeff Nelson

MANAGING THE SYSTEM...

Congratulations

352-0717
224 E. Wooster

1991 Summer sublease needed University
Visage 2 or more people Air Condition Great
Location CM Rob or Joe 353-6060
2 Bdr apt for summer sublease Oft of Napoleon $300 per mo 353-5635 Ray or leave
message
2 or more to sublease apt lor Summer 1991 at
University Wage - $300 month CM Carrie or
Nicole 354 8856

Rentals
The apartment professionals

Friday, May 3

who care about you!
328 S. Main Si

(our onl\ office)

352-5620

DESIGNATED DRIVER PARTICIPANT

POWARD'S
JL.

210 N. MAIN

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

MAY 1991

419-352-9951

FRIDAY

WEDNESDAY

SATURDAY

1

MIKE

HOURS: M0N-SAT: NOON TIL 2:30 AM S
SUNDAY 2:00 PM 'TIL 2:30 AM 365 DAYS

Summer & Fall Rentals
• Good Assortment of
rentals still available •
Stop in and check out
our special deals for
Summer & Fall 1991

1 subteaser needed lor Summer 91 Very close
to campus OWN ROOM'" Rent negotiable'
Call Rhonda 354-6734

NEWIPVE

•tea, coffee, or fountain pop

ASM ASM ASM ASM ASM ASM ASM ASM

Greenbriar Inc.

1 Sublease 2 bdr apt for Summer Negotiable
rent Cal Scott 352-7592

507 E. Merry
309 High Street
801 5th Street

THE MUG

Matthew White
Jennifer Tusa
Michael Brogan

WANTED

To the next 3 fall leases signed for

to oil owners of

THE ASSOCIATION
FOR SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT
PROUDLY PRESENTS
IT'S 1991-92 OFFICERS

ZaTTnTZarrZaTTZBT

Hate to clean?
Free maid
service each
and every
month!

Spring In lo Soring
with Mary Kay Cosmetics
Caa Pam 352-4915

FREE REFILLS

Smcerefy.
Jammm' Bertha Ertkson's Big Daddy
Hell Mob Preachers

continued on p. 10

offers

AXO SANDY PRUSNEK AXO
We are so proud of you. we know you have
worked so hard' Keep up the good work and
good luck on finals' We love you! You're the
best'
Love. Jen & Daisy

2(31 and a famous Chevy

Wills Storage
Shedukng Pick Up times now
Don't delay CM 352-3369

The University Union

Attention Students
If you find a Summer job ON YOUR OWN
thai la related to your Career goals,
Come lo the Co-op Office
238 Administration Building
372-2451
10 rag I star for
Free Academic Recognition

ZBTZBTZBT2BTZBT
To descend freefy by the force of gravity

2 rmtes needed for summer Close to campus
Own room possible $100^ month CM Amy or
Mo 372-3991 - 353 7407

GET EXCITE0'

AGO ' BETA 500 • AGD • BETA 500
The Alpha Gams would kke to thank Pete, Enc,
Jason, and Brian for the* wonderful coaching
fob We couldn't have won without you guys'
Alpha Gams
BETA 500 Champs!!!

1)

University Intramurals Anyone who worked for
University Intramurals during the 1990-91 year
and wants to work Summer Intramurals. must fat
out an application in the IM Office by Fnday.
May 3

PI Phi * Pi Phi ■ Pi Phi
Margaret Arcaro - We love you so much' Happy
VIP Appreciation Week!

INTRAMURAL FORFEIT FEE REFUNDS
MUST BE PICKED UP BY MAY 8 FINALS
WEEK THE OFFICE WILL ONLY BE OPEN 1 5
PM

ASM ASM ASM ASM ASM ASM ASM ASM

President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Program Director
Social Chairman

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS SUMMER? Jet
there anytime with AIRHITCH(r) tor $229 from
Cleveland or Detroit. $160 from the East
Coast (As reported in NY Times s Let's Go1)
AIRHfTCH(r) 21 2864-2QQQ

KATON
lO

11

21 and
over SI.00
cover after
9:30

12

13

RICH MICHELS
14

15

16

17

IS

Under 21

TO BE
ANNOUNCED

Welcome
f 2.00 Cover

After 9:30

19

21

22

GEORGIA PEAC { BAND
23

24

25

PHIL GUY
26
Mini Pitcher*
Every Day

27

28

29

30

31

TERRY DAVIDSON & THE GEARS

THE BG NEWS

Wednesday, May 1, 199!

continued from p. 9
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR

One male roommate needed tor Fox Run Apt

$1000 00 SCHOLARSHIP.

lor next year 91 'J2 Call Jb4 8595

TANCE. SUMMER

Roommate Needed
For Fox Run Apartments, own washer /dryer

91 -92

SCHOOL YEAR FOX RUN $150 PATIO. A/C

and

WASH/DRV CALL 354 4588 NOW

microwave

CALL

DEREK

OR

JOE

354 6878
Subleaser needed for

summer ol ASAP

2

TUITION ASSIS

EMPLOYMENT. QRADU

ATE AND LAW OCOREE PROGRAMS available

1-2 Females needed lor Summer Sublease*

Help wanted for cleaning and odd lobe 'or
apartments lor 1-2 weeks or longer
week of May 11

Starling

CaH 353 0325 or 352-7365

Pioneer CD Player $95|needs repairs)

HUGE

Technics Double Cassette Player S165
Single free-standing loft $60

house with giant bedroom, Extremely close

to minority Freshmen through Seniors Starting
salary ol $26,500 after graduation For more

HOMEWARD BOUND .. . DiaMmeoca in Rocky

Desk $25

information and an application call the US Marine
Officer
Selection
Office
at

River needs communicators to contact dents

Med Black Leather Coat $55

by phone1 Flexible scheduling

1-800-875-4341

(216)333-3367

to campus. VERY cheap* 320 N. Enterprise
Come Look' Call Carta 364-5984
1-2 rmta. needed (or summer
353 7957 AS A P

Earn top $
354 5741. 372 8198 Panos
ALL ITEMS NEGOTIABLE

Own room

Female roommate needed Nice Air cond own
Bedroom Only $250 lor whole summer* Call

bdrm apl Close lo campus 354-8589
Sublessor tor Summer 1 bedroom apt close
to campus w/tree air conditioning Rent nego-

250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed'
Private, coed, summer camp in Pocono Moun-

& up per hour Tax Free Both skilled & unsiul-

Near Harhsman Free heat A cable TV

354 8894 Ask for Micheae

led For into Call 61 5-7 79-5505 Exl K-255

tiate Call 354 8584

tains. Northeastern Pennsylvania Lohikan PO
Box 234BG. Kenihvorth. NJ 07033 (908)

9-12 or Summer lea Rate-Info sheets
avail front desk Best Western Falcon

Line up your Summer fob now

Female aubloaaors • summer $l30'monlti E
Merry Si Call Alice al 354 8780

Summer sublessor needed

HELP I'M DESPERATE1
1 Summer subleaser needed Own bedroom in

own bdrm
summer

Nice 2 bdr

KUWAIT. SAUDI WORKERS NEEDED $35 00

apt

air conditioned $250 lor whole

Call Chris at 372-4027

Summer
I need 1 roommate lor 1
bedroom apt lor 91-92 yr

for

1

or

2

needed

lor

house one block Irom campus on S
Up to 4 people needed
354 5082

Call Jennie 354-7091 Nice apt1

Looking

suMeasers

temale

roomie*

(urnrshed
College

Rent negotiable

Call

We need 2 roommates lor the 91-92 school

tor

year

FafrSprtng m labutoua Foi Run apartments

Fox Run Apts

if interested please call

353-8265 Can leave a message

Call 354-5686 FAST Ipr Lynn or Steph"'
Male roommate needed lor '91 -92 school year

HELP WANTED

CaD Andy at 362-4303

Accepting Applications
Summer Openings
ings Positions throughtout the entire country
Excellent resume experience Co-ops available

Pest control serviceman Auto required Bantax

campus 354 6489

Pest Control 352-5315

finals cal 382 1060
ACCOUNTANT • WOOD COUNTS HOSPITAL
is seeking a fuU-dme accountant Qualifications

motorhomes. by FBI, IRS. DEA

parking

A.C ballot

Call

sage

Available your

area now Call 1-805-682-7555 Ext C-2804.

bars and clipless pedals 832-2516

pleasant University community Send resume or

private

2 Ig furn apts 1 year lease Limit of 2 persona
per apl Avail Fall Call 3538982 A leave mes-

4wheeters.

PROOFREADER tor UniGraphics the Universi-

in a

704 5th St
2 bedroom, completely fum
Microwave. AC* laundry facil
2.3.4 person rates
352-3445

460 Student Services Building

Wood County Hospital c'o Frank Day

Hours 9 ■ 9. local owner

Summer Jobs*

FOR RENT

950 W Wooster. B 0 Ohio 43402
Lifeguards, registration clerks, etc Call now1
1-800-344-9644 Jellystone Camp Resort 10

Carty Rentals - 2 bdrm. apts
students

mine, from Sea World. Aurora. Ohio (sorry, no

CHI 353 0325

507 E. MERRY
WORKERS NEEDED IN KUWAIT

2 bedroom, furnished

WE HAVE EMPLOYER INFO

Applications

CHEAP " SUMMER ' CHEAP

apartments

4 bdrm house w 2 bathrooms. 1 porch, large

FOR LIST SEND S9 99 TO

yard, large drive. I pay al utilities, summer sub

M 4 M ENTERPRISES
POBOX 252 CAREY. OHIO 43316

Very close to campus
FREE water and sewer

BE ON TV many needed lor commercials
Now h-mg all ages For casting *ifo Cal (615)

Would you like to reach your potential? Would

91/2 month or year leases

779-7111 Ext T-883

you hke to get paid well tot a fob well done? EB-

Private parking
Laundry facilities

372-6966

for 2,3.4 or 5

For Fall or Summer. Also rooms a-

vail Very near campus New Rates Available!

living accomodations available >

due by Friday. May 3. Any questions, call Jill al

lease 352 5108 CM a
Downtown Apartment. 1 bdrm sublease availa-

Chrfd care 5/20 - 7'3/91 Bright active 7
year old. Monday and Wednesday 2 30 pm to
midnight. Tuesday and Thursday 2 30 - 10 00
pm Transportation required 354-1506

102 B.A. 8:00 p.m.
Questions??
Call
Mark 354.4749 or
Jodie 354-7362

boats.

ty a graphic aria service, 'or FaH 1991. Hours
5-7 pm., M-F Apply at Student Employment.

and benefits

mosphere lor a few days a week

&

trucks,

lo sublet (or summer

ment. 460 Student Services Building

an application in 214 West HaH - It's a great opportunity to work m a non-stressed Summer at-

Thursday, May 2

New Members
Welcome!!

PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS lor The BG
News, tor Fall 1991 Apply at Student Employ-

CARS,

offer competitive wages

applications lor the Summer news staff Pick up

Wednesday, May 1

May 11-18 $ 150 or best offer Ce»2-4308

SEIZED

Apl

Laundry,

354-7770 for more Info.

474-9901 today"

Triathalon? Pugeot with Shlmano 105, Vitus
aluminum with Shimano Ultegra Both have tri-

ATTENTION - The BG News is now accepting

WATER SKI CLUB/TEAM
SPRING MEETING

2 Bdrm
cony

Roundtrip airline ticket. PHOENIX. ARIZONA

include 8 A or Associates degree In accounting with knowledge ol computers desired We

419-354-6990 EOE

BGSU
WATER SKIING

Management position available MACY'S Specialty Stores at Frankhn Park Mall
Call

Interview now. start after

caN

Need Someone lo share a house w/ roommates lor the summer $7 5. month Close to

Plaza Motel (across Irom Harahman).

Can be Lohaped or separate, free

standing All must seH Can 353 9395

ment Knickerbocker Services Call 352-5335

Vector Marketing has partime/fulttime open-

$7.25 starting pay

Queen sue sleep sofa $30. full size couch
$25 Make offer Both good condition Double
loft $65

Maintenance man needed for Summer employ-

Leave mes-

targe apt Very negotiable terms $90 plus ut*
DM each month CaHChen 353FOOD

Long a short

shirts • flexible hours Casey's 1025 N Mam

2760998

2 BDRM APTS-FURN & UNFURN

SCO Telephone Service is now looking 'or International Telemarketing Representatives We

missions while learning a marketable sk*

Callafter6pm 623-1844

ternships and Co-ops available

Long and Associates
Rales Reduced
Efficiency

In-

261 S Prospect Apt D

113 N Main St

Landlord pays gas A util S275/mo

next to David's Deli.

Call 353-7074

Hate to clean?

FREE. Air couriers needed and cruiseship jobs

FREE MAID SERVICE
each and every month'

Looking for an

If you Sign one ol the next

apartmenl 8 need transportation?

No direct selling. No backaches

3 Fall leases at
507 E Merry

CALL NEWLOVE RENTALS
to schedule your appointment lor an

or finger exercises. Drop a Una:
MIF Box 327. Bellbrook, OH. 4S30S

309 High St or

Call 605 682 7555ext F 1658

YEAR-AROUND INCOME

Experienced babysitter needed for summer
Easy $15plus/hr. In your spare time

Ratable, a loving individual to care for our 1 yr
old starting ASAP at least 20 hours per week
References required #3540085

new lease available

j| 364-5782
NEWLOVE RENTALS
Our only office 328 S. Main 352-5620

daysaweek 8 30am• 5 30pm Haskmsarea

15.

ideal for SummerFal Coops or others Great
deal on sublease starting Spring 92 Cal Keith

See the profess mngmt team at

ible scheduling for weekend and evening work
Guaranteed hourly wages and generous com-

15-June

362-7019 leave message

welcome undergraduates and graduates to become a part o' our success story We otter flex-

Child care needed for two older children four

CHRISTMAS. SPRING BREAK, summer travel

ble May

APARTMENT TOUR

352-5620

801 5th St

328 S Main ( our only office )
NEWLOVE RENTALS
328 S Mam (our ONLY office)

Looking for female roommate to share twobedroom apt lor Summer Cal 363-7826. ask

352-5620

Here's to the
Class
of
1991

FOR SALE

tor Maria or Chris

Need an apt lor summer or f al?

79 Ford Pick-Up Truck

WE HAVE NEARLY 500 UNITS •
Furnished or unfurnished apts

Only 62.700 miles
S1100-negotiable MUST SELL

309 HIGH STREET

Reckner - good cond -S25
Cal 353-5496 or stop at

apartments
Very close to campus

BA Computer Lab and leave a
message for Dave

1978

Lincoln

CALL JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
at 354 2260 or 319 E Wooster

2 bedroom, furnished

(across from Taco Bell)
to pick up our listing A speak

FREE gas heal, water 4 sewer
9 1 '2 month $ year leases

Continental

Loaded,

windows, locks, cruise control. A/C. stereo
Best otter Call Mike 354-7575.

with our friendly staff

Private Partung
Laundry facilities

power

Need nonsmoking female to sublease apt. for
summer close to campus

Prices for groups of 3 or 4

month,

See the professional management team at
NEWLOVE RENTALS

Call 372 4838 leave message

3524620

-

The BG News

Jodi

at

One and two bdrm

turn

1991-92 or Summer

9 and 1 2 month leases

apts

available lor

Call 352-4968
One bedroom upstairs apt

353-9211

shed, two blocks Irom campus Cal 354 1679

stools.

Excellent condition,

$85.

in house Unfurni-

after 5:30 pm

7 foot suspended bar with light, Includes two
Call

Quiet, 1 story apts

Mike at 354-6781.
94 Buick Skylark

A Special personals section
of The BG News classifieds in the last
regular edition Friday, May 3.

Call

offer Call after 6.00 pm and leave message at

bar

| RECYCLE! 1

Rent is $125 per

electric

(next to bus station) 352-7454

6 loot boa, very tame Must sell $250 or best

r<r let me live..V

pay

One A Two BR turn apts 9 & 12 mo and summer leases avail S A V Rentals 500 Lehman

328 S. Main ( our ONLY office )

25 in Cannondale ST-600 Bicycle. Ike brand
new Can 352-5343 or 372-2097

Senior Farewells

only

353-3294 Can leave message

1986 Honda Shadow 500 motorcycle, mint.
low miles Must soU $1.695 00 or bes'offer

1 A 2 bedroom available

Good rates Cal 353-7600. after 5 00pm
85.000 mites

Must sell Bike also White hawk

Excel cond
Spacious one-bedroom apt

10 speed. 8

for summer sub-

lease $335mo negotiable 352-4204

months old Cal 352-9517 (after 8 pm) or
362-9617 (office)

SUMMER RENTALS very close to campus Apt
& Houses
Inexpensive
Carty Rentals

AKAI COMPACT DISC PLAYER
$40 00

352 7385

353-3563 LEAVE MESSAGE
Two bedroom furnished apartment Iree HBO.
Newlove Rentals 352-5620. 724 6th St
For sale Nintendo, new controllers $75 nego-

liable 3536226

♦ Messages to and from graduating seniors
♦ Say good luck, good bye
♦ Reminisce about old times
♦ Last chance for words unspoken

Nintendo

Entertainment

Systom.

controller. $60 negotiable

UNIVERSITY COURTS

plus turbo

1 A 2 Bdrm Apia ' 12 month leases

Some games also

CaH 352-0164

available 372-3694

Entropy

by Chuck Bost

Fatman-

by John Boissy

DEADLINE: WEDNESDAY, MAY 1, 4 P.M.
Write Your Message Here:
(Please, one message per form)
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check one:
♦ Regular Classified:
_

♦ l col. x 1" Classified Display:
♦ 1 col. x 2" Classified Display:

75t per line, 3 line minimum charge
(35-40 spaces per line) 6W extra-Bold Type
$6.50 Includes border (8 line maximim)
$12.95 Includes border
(16 line maximum)

5:15

Your Name:
Address:
Social Security # for billing:

A WE MUST RECEIVE YOUR ORDER BY DEADLINE
WEDNESDAY, MAY 1, 4 P.M. *
♦ 214 West Hall

372-2601

♦

by J.A. Holmgren

